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Introduction 
Psychologists say that the mind perceives what it wants to 

perceive. If you want to hear birds chirp, you'll hear the pips and 
squeaks of a nearby finch. Want to see the beauty of the naked female 
body, then pay a man over the internet twenty dollars a month to see 
an arsenal of bare flesh that would drive the most of sex-deprived 
fourteen year olds into insanity. The possibilities are endless. 

Unfortunately, this wear and tear that our lives and perceptions 
often leave the blood sugar low and our will to explore fatigued. This 
is why we read: so that our minds may take a hiatus from the spinning 
cogs of the brain and perceive through a new set of eyes. And this is 
why Saddleback invites you to read our new edition of The Wall: so 
that the sheltered students can venture away from their televisions and 
mindsets to discover an authentic perception. 

I know what you're thinking: "Me? Pick up a book, and then 
read it? And then enjoy reading it? Even if I did posses the attention 
span to read a work of literature, why the @#$% would I read some 
crumb-bum of a student's drivel? I believe the new Stephen King or 
Nora Roberts will suffice my written entertainment needs. I beg your 
pardon, sir, but where do you think we are? The Renaissance?" 

Well, guess what, my anti-literate friend, you may have just 
hit the proverbial nail on the head. In this issue, the confines of the 
average are busted open like a ripe watermelon left out in the sun. Be 
not mistaken my friend, this collection contains none of the clap-trap 
on which mass produced paperbacks thrive. We've got house fires, 
self-entitled customers, stoned tourists, bumblebees, encased writers, 
and anything else non sequitur you can conjure up in less than 10 
pages. 

Be proud, Gauchos! Hold your head high, and know that one 
day you can say you went to school where some of the greatest known 
writers attended for two years, exposed their art to the masses, and 
didn't even attend the transfer celebration. 

Michael Kaye, Editor-in-Chief 
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Amber Lasey 

Poetry 

Dinner 

"Seriously," he said, 
"keep your voice down." 

I'm embarrassing him again. 
"I can't keep up with your racing thoughts." 

He bores me. 
"Sit down, will you?" 

I don't want to stay put. 
"You're talking in riddles again." 

He just doesn't get it. 
"People are staring again." 

I like the attention. 
"Stop being so arduous!" 

He doesn't know what that means. 
"I know exactly the usage of that word!" 

This only eggs me on. 
"I hate when you do this." 

Sometimes, I do too. 
In a rare candid moment, he reached across the table 

And put his hand on mine. 
"For the sake of our love please stop." 

That's all I needed to hear, the magic word. 
Love. 
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Julie Walton 

Fiction 

Embers 

A firework fell through the window apologetically. He landed 
on the kitchen counter. Uncontrollably, he sprouted beautiful sparks 
and flames. The kitchen delighted in the sight. Curtains rustled with 
excitement. The firework, charmed by its audience, began to spout a 
beautiful inferno that glimmered and sparkled. 

Before dying out, the firecracker caught onto a dry dishtowel 
placed too close to the counter's edge. As the flames started to eat the 
precious cloth, it fell off the counter and onto the red tile floor where it 
sat, smoldering with no greater threat. 

As the burning heap sat silently, a single ember fluttered from 
the pile, carried by a light breeze coming from the window. It flew 
softly and silently across the kitchen and landed gently on the ever
growing pile of Russell's writings. The ember was small but the breeze 
gave it sweet life-giving oxygen. It began glowing, grew bright, and 
started a tiny flame. The pages got excited. Wanting the warmth of the 
flame, they fluttered as the breeze picked up. The flame singed their 
corners and tickled the letters. 

Gently, the flame flirted with the page, drifting closer and then 
further with the breeze. The seduction became obvious and the flame 
grabbed the pages greedily. They readily offered themselves as fuel 
to feed the petite body. The paper wanted to give life to the tiny flame 
and so it grew, and they became one. 
The flame, once a tiny spark, became a fire. The fire loved the paper 
with a violent fervor. 
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It quickly grew out of control. 
The paper screamed, its text devoured. The passion in the fire grew and 
grew and his greedy fingers grabbed a page that tried to flee with the 
coming wind escaping through the window. Along the way, he brushed 
by a curtain and realized that the once colossal pile of manuscript was 
quickly turning to ash. So he traveled, trying to spread himself around 
and keep from devouring what had once given him life. The fire did 
not want to hurt the paper. They loved one another. From the kitchen 
to the living room, the fire climbed. From the stack of writing, to the 
curtains, to the deep colored couch and the heavy wooden chairs. 
In the next room, Russell lay in bed with his lover. The two of them 
passed out from a night of happiness and lovemaking. All they felt was 
the breeze from their open window. The gentle crackling of the ancient 
phonograph, whisked through the room singing out beautiful words by 
Atahualpa Yupanqui. 

Russell and Lilly had found his music in their travels to Argen
tina. Gently whispered folk songs lulled them into a deep sleep with 
memories of markets and fertile plains, adventures that they share. 
Outside, the fire listened to the sound of the songs, but the words were 
muffled behind the door. He gently knocked on the door, but to no 
avail. 

In frustration, he devoured the barrier, greedy for the sounds 
coming from the next room. 
With the door and most of the wall gone, the fire heard the music, he 
saw the partners in bed. Their tender curls intertwined, adornment on 
their sleeping faces. He saw the open window and the sheer curtains. 
The breeze reached him and it was more than he could handle. Deli
cious. He wanted it. 

Growing out of control, he started catching to everything he 
touched. Pictures on the wall began to bubble from the heat. Scenes 
from a life of love and exploration melted away. Pictures of the two 
partners on mountains and rivers, with family and friends, started to 
evaporate. Black and white, color and sepia, all started to blend togeth
er in the orange flames. 

A busy cotton rug by the bed created a quick bright blaze. 
A wooden mask on the wall fashioned dark, rich fingers that 

reached out to scorch already fired clay pots on the nightstand. 
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The pots resisted but their glazes were first to give way. Bright azure 
and murky olive greens, all eventually gave way to burnt red clay. 
The fire finally reached the window and sucked in the invigorating, 
crisp air. 

Next to the clay pots, the phonograph would not let Atahualpa 
sing. His words warped and the sounds began blending together as the 
thin piece of vinyl melted under the needle. Soft noise of static rung 
through the flames before everything disappeared. 
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Micheal Kaye 

Poetry 

End of Hmm's 

One day Old Queen Bumblebee gave birth to something new, 
Instead of larvae with golden rings, one came out black and blue. 

"Freakish being!" she hissed, and her helpers came to a halt 
They each dropped their own doings and gave each other fault. 

"It's of no matter who's to blame," the Queen bellowed and her stom
ach quivered, 

"Just rid me of this appalling bee-ling, that one of you delivered." 
The servants swarmed around the child, ready to annihilate at will 

But before any damage done, a voice called out so shrill, 
"Not so rash, cohorts," shouted the Queen's top adviser 

"Rather we should sound the horns and beat the drums for our new
found messiah!" 

So all the hoard came tumbling in to greet the holy birth 
Only to create the stress of the Bee Hive's extra girth. 

With a mighty gentle wind and a mighty snap, all connections to the 
tree were lost 

And it was too late to realize what this little bee had cost. 
"What shall we do?" they shouted with the increasing gravity 

And they their newborn hope to solve this calamity. 
But the little bee said nothing, continuing to plummet with the hearth 

As the Bee Hive came in contact with and splattered on the Earth. 
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Jewelana Wilson 

Poetry 

Altered 

Warm and lost or home and shamed 
Dopamine drops fondle my brain 

Inflamed and raw 
This puncture wound is painless 

Tremendous thumping of my hungry hearts desire 
The need to be alone in tranquility 

For only a blink or time taken to sneeze 
My soul has been sold out for my addict disease 
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Joyce Ward 

Fiction 

Catch of the Day 

Sweat dripped from my husband's brow - a byproduct of the 
ten complimentary gin and tonics in First Class. He tapped a rolled-
up movie script in his palm and snapped, "Tropical paradise, my ass! 
If I didn't know better, I'd swear we were in hell." 

His outburst embarrassed me. A former college basketball star, 
Vince was easy to spot in any group. Before he became completely 
unglued, I quipped, "I believe hell would have dry heat." 
The sign above the counter: Luxury Car Rental. My husband's mood 
immediately changed when he spotted the clerk - a beautiful, twenty-
something Caribbean woman. He flashed his new veneers and purred, 

"Car for Vince Kyle?" 
He rested his palms on the counter and I noticed his wedding 

band was missing. Did he leave it behind or take it off on the plane 
while flirting with the flight attendant? 
As the clerk's fingers flew across the keyboard, Vince leaned over and 
read her name tag. "Malia... Mmmmmh... What a beautiful name." 

Leave it to a beautiful woman to catch my producer husband's 
eye. He was the famous one. We married right out of college and my 
inheritance bankrolled his rise to the top. But after winning an Oscar, 
he hinted at divorce. I'm still worth more, so with no pre-nup, there 
will be no divorce! 

'Beautiful' Malia stopped typing. "There seems to be a prob
lem. Your car's been assigned to somebody else." 
Fed up, I glared at her. "It's three o'clock and we've probably lost our 
hotel reservation by now!" 

Vince piped in, "I'm sure Malia is a very capable young lady 
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and will find us something." 
Even with blond hair extensions, botox, and implants, I still 

couldn't compete with someone half my age. I didn't want a mogul. I 
wanted a child. But his surprise vasectomy killed any chance of that. 
Malia adjusted her low-cut floral dress, revealing even more of her 
ample cleavage. "You're in luck. I found you another vehicle and a 
hotel. And for your inconvenience, there'll be no additional charge. 
I've already programmed an advanced GPS called the Smart Alec to 
guide you to an exclusive, secluded resort." 

"Smart Alec?" Vince loved gadgets, and his face lit up. 
"It's new, advanced, and fool-proof. Once it's programmed, 

nothing will keep you from your destination." Malia's eyes sparkled, 
and she gave Vince the once-over before pulling a folder from the top 
desk drawer. 

"Any complaints about this Smart Alec?" he wanted to know. 
"Not a one." 
My husband eagerly handed over an American Express card 

and a California driver's license, showing a thirty-something Vince 
with thick, sun-bleached hair - a startling contrast to the slightly bald
ing man standing next to me. The photo taken nearly ten years ago, 
documented the toll producing movies had taken on him. 
I stood on my tiptoes and whispered in his ear, "This whole Smart Alec 
thing creeps me out. Let's get something different." 

"You worry too much." Vince gave me a patronizing smile and 
signed on the dotted line. 
The deal done, there was a bounce in his step as he wheeled his lug
gage toward the exit. 

I scurried to keep stride with my husband and pulled my carry-
on to the only vehicle in the lot - a silver Bentley. 

"Sweet!" Vince effortlessly opened the trunk and tossed in our 
luggage. He wasn't so nimble with the ignition keys. The faint sickly-
sweet fug of booze hung wetly about him. 

"Give me those," I demanded, attempting to pluck the keys 
from his hand. "I want to get to the hotel in one piece." 

"Back off," he grumbled. 
His speech was now slurred, so I pulled harder on the keys. 
"Hand 'em over." 
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Cursing under his breath the entire time, he shifted himself 
awkwardly across the center armrest into the passenger seat. 
I settled in behind the wheel and Vince fiddled clumsily with the Smart 
Alec. "I want to disappear from the paparazzi so I can relax and catch 
up on reading scripts." 

The GPS spoke: "Exit the parking lot and turn right onto the 
access road." 

The automated voice was female, hypnotic - seductive. 
"Here goes," I muttered, pulling out of the parking lot and tap

ping the accelerator. 
I faithfully followed each of the Smart Alec's directions. It 

guided me along narrow, winding roads. I only stopped once - at the 
top of a mountain road. Stepping out onto the gravel, I looked down 
at waves crashing against tall, sharp rocks. When I looked back at 
my passed-out spouse, I fantasized about pushing the Bentley, with 
him inside, over the edge. When asked what happened, I'd answer, "I 
don't know, officer. I looked away and when I looked back, I saw the 
car disappear." 

Because Vince was in the passenger seat, I knew I would never 
get away with it, so I hopped back into the car and drove away. I 
could always hope that Vince would find himself the victim of a fatal 
car accident. Or maybe he'd fall overboard without a life jacket. A girl 
can dream, can't she? 

And before I knew it, we were at our destination. 
"We're here," I announced. 
"Here?" he yawned. "Where's here?" 
"Caribes." 
"Never heard of it." 
I drove slowly toward a tall, silver gate, carefully avoiding a 

ragged mob of islanders who swarmed along the narrow driveway, 
waving crude hand-painted signs and shouting, "Sinners repent, the 
end is near!" 

"Let's get out of here!" I gasped. 
"Don't tell me you're afraid of a few Jesus freaks!" Vince 

teased. 
The group scattered when a husky native ran out of the Caribes 

guard shack and waved us through the gate. 
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I drove inside, following a narrow road lined with well-man
icured lawns and lush palms. Outside the hotel, a valet greeted us 
while a bellhop wrangled our luggage onto a gold cart. 

At the front desk, a pretty island girl welcomed us. "Good af
ternoon, Mr. and Mrs. Kyle. A suite has been reserved for you." Here 
we go again, I thought, as Vince's eyes gobbled her perky little body 
up. 

"Are we the only guests here?" Vince asked. 
"It'll fill up soon enough. Tonight's our carnival." 
I grabbed a flyer from the counter. It read: Carnival Tonight. 

Dancing, Barbeque, Contests. 
Once inside our suite, Vince opened the complimentary cham

pagne and drank straight from the bottle. I stepped onto the balcony 
to admire the view. Beyond the palms and white sand beach, fishing 
boats dotted the turquoise bay on the other side of a high fence sur
rounding the hotel. The 'Jesus Freaks' from earlier heaved against the 
steel-mesh barrier. 

I ran inside. "Something bad's gonna happen. I just know it." 
Vince was already thumbing through a script, his eyes warm with alco
holic fervor. "It's just your imagination. Let's go," he said, lumbering 
out of bed and across the room. "The carnival's starting." 
When we arrived at the festivities, the courtyard teemed with cel
ebrants. Caribbean music filled the air. Several of the other guests 
greeted us with broad, welcoming smiles. 

"You're our first celebrity!" a gentleman gushed. Several men 
surrounded Vince, whisking him away. 
As music pulsed in the courtyard, I made my way to the barbeque. 

"What's for dinner?" I asked. 
A large local man poked at a bed of ruby red coals beneath a 

massive grill. "Local fare. We'll start cookin' when the fishermen 
bring me the catch of the day." 

In the bay, I spotted several boats near the shore. Fresh sea
food! 

I was practically licking my lips when an ominous chanting 
overtook the moment. "VINCE!" 

Amid a throng of adoring guests, my husband glanced at me 
before turning his attention to a beautiful woman who ran her hand 
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over his flaccid biceps. MaliaL. From the car rental place. He smiled 
and whispered something in her ear. 

This is the last time you'll humiliate me, you bastard!! 
I couldn't stand watching them and found refuge behind a gaming tent. 
My legs buckled, so I grabbed the bars on the fence. And I wept. For 
the joke I called a marriage. For years of his infidelity and mine. But 
lately, I was becoming too careless. Then I felt a gentle tap on my 
shoulder. 

"Don't cry, miss. He ain't worth it," a kind voice said from the 
other side of the fence. 
Looking up at an elderly woman, I sobbed, "I'm sorry. I can't stay 
here." 

A young man answered, pointing to a beefy guard at the en
trance and then at the policeman. "They're going to keep you from 
leaving. You're trapped, lady." 

"Why?" I asked, my voice breaking. 
"Because you and your husband are the 'catch of the day.' 

They've already caught him, but you've still got time to get away... If 
you hurry." 

I watched Vince towering over the crowd surrounding him. 
Gradually, and without his knowledge, they were steering him toward 
the grills. 

"I have to warn him!" 
"Why?" asked the old woman. "The diners are getting an ex

cellent meal and he's getting what he deserves. Don't you think that's 
fair?" 

The crowd's chanting was drowned out by steel drums ringing 
louder and louder. 

"Hurry, Miss. They don't see you... Not yet. Follow us." 
I followed them along the fence - faster and faster - still un

noticed by the frenzied mob. 
Inside the fence, two young boys grabbed my arms, pulling me to a 
freshly dug hole under the fence. "Hurry!" they cried. 

"Why are you saving me?" I asked. 
"Because we choose who lives," someone answered. 
I dropped to the ground and wriggled free - and away from 

Vince. My own screams were silenced by the deafening drum beat. 
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Of course, I wanted him dead, but not even Vince deserved to be eaten 
by cannibals... 

An old man led me away from the fence. I covered my ears, 
trying to drown out the shrieks of my husband as the men led me from 
the impending slaughter. 

"Who are those people?" 
"Just people." 
I feigned grief as they comforted me, stumbling from the 

resort. When I realized the dinner guests were doing me the favor of 
getting rid of Vince, I knew that the reckless affair I had been carrying 
on would also remain safe. I gently rubbed my stomach while conjur
ing up a teary-eyed statement for the press. 

"My husband met with an unfortunate accident... Tragically, 
he'll never know his child." 
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Tannaz Jourabchian/ Suki Fisher 

Personal Essay 

My Journey Home 

Their dark, beady eyes bore into my soul, sending shivers 
down my spine. Everyone, even children, stared at me and my par
ents. I heard their hushed voices, shocked and gossiping. Pointed 
fingers targeted me, making me feel alone and ashamed. I somewhat 
expected the Iranian civilians to treat me differently. (??? Does it be
long?) I was a young Persian-American girl visiting my homeland for 
the first time. 
Technically speaking, I had been to Iran before, but I was so young I 
didn't remember my previous visit. My former visit didn't open my 
eyes to want to learn more about my heritage and culture. Iran be
came an important place to me and I cherished all the memories of my 
earlier visit. 

Before my actual return visit to Iran, I clearly remember the 
day my parents surprised me with the news and told me to start pack
ing. The final school bell rang - summer was officially here. I was 
bouncing all over school, excited to go home to relax. It was a hot 
summer day and I looked forward to jumping into the cool, refreshing 
pool. 
When I arrived home, my parents were packing. I asked what was 
going on, and to my disbelief, found out I was going to Iran for the 
entire summer. At first, I was reluctant to go; I had just turned sixteen 
and was excited to start driving. After a lot of coaxing, my parents 
convinced me it was necessary to go in order to become exposed to my 
culture. 
One week later, we were in an overcrowded airport to board the plane. 
The nineteen hour ride was long and unpleasant. Uncomfortable and 
sleep deprived, I felt cramped and claustrophobic the entire flight. We 
finally arrived in Tehran, Iran and to my dismay, I did not feel wel-
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come. 
The moment I stepped off the plane, I received stares from the 

civilians because of my appearance. Iran is an Islamic country and 
covering up is a requirement. Women are forced to cover their hair, 
arms, and legs. Apparently, my mother and I were not covered up 
enough and it seemed to upset people. I wore a scarf on my head, an 
oversized sweater, long skirt, and leggings. Although I was covered, 
I stood out because I wore American clothes. The stares were becom
ing unbearable. When I saw my grandparents waiting for us, I was 
relieved. My Iranian family welcomed me with kisses and tears. 
Once inside the car, I was smothered by so much love that I soon 
forgot how uncomfortable I felt just moments ago. The ride to my 
grandparents'house was fascinating. Tehran amazed me. It was late 
at night and the city was wide awake. Cars and pedestrians filled the 
streets. The lights and skyscrapers were beautiful. I felt like a typical 
night at New York City. The only differences between the two cities: 
Iranian women wore headscarves and there were no hooker on the 
streets. 

I spent the next few weeks eagerly embracing my culture. Be
fore stepping out onto the streets, my cousin showed me how to dress 
and loaned me some awful garments that covered my body from head 
to toe. Once I learned how to cover my body properly, I no longer felt 
afraid and was able to enjoy the city life of Tehran. 
The overpopulated city was more crowded than New York. The mas
sive number of factories poisoned the air and smog burned my lungs 
with every breath I took. The smell of smoke lingered on my clothes 
and stayed with me even when I was indoors. 
Traffic was the worst part of Tehran. Rush hour lasted all day long. 
The nonstop honking and yells of the drivers was typical. Driving 
from one street to the next was triple the time it took to walk the same 
distance. Images of men sitting in cafes smoking hookah and drink
ing tea on hand-woven Persian rugs are still fresh in my mind. 
Watching teenagers were the most interesting. Iran's younger genera
tion found ways to rebel by bending the rules without actually break
ing them. Girls wore thin transparent headscarves with/showing (?) 
fried blonde hair peeking out. (Don't like the wording! I know what 
she wants to say, but can't figure out the best way to do so.) Their 
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faces were covered with pounds of makeup, creating a plastic shine 
to their skin. The boys, with spiked hair held up with tons of gel and 
hairspray, looked like they had been electrified. 
Most of the teenagers had identical pointy noses. In my culture, plas
tic surgery to minimize large noses is a common trend. Each time I 
walked into the city, I saw at least ten people with bandaged noses. 

Another common trend was the way teenagers shaped their 
eyebrows. Most of the boys, and all of the girls, shaped their eye
brows. The women shaved them and then tattooed them back on -
reminding me of Cruela de Vil. 
The teenager's physical appearance was not as interesting as their 
behavior. Boys walked around the streets, whispering compliments 
in my ear and making outrageous remarks - even asking for my hand 
in marriage. They also bumped into me on purpose just to be able to 
touch a female. 

From the fashion trends to the eccentric behavior, the culture 
of Iran was extremely different to what I was used to in America. My 
visit to Iran educated me about my background. I learned to love my 
homeland; and it became very important to me. At the same time, I 
also became aware of the fear people have to live by due to Iran's gov
ernment. 

When I first stepped off the plane, I was afraid and uncom
fortable, but once surrounded by my family, I was able to see Tehran 
and fell in love with my country. The fear I felt the first day helped 
me connect with civilians and understand the emotions the people of 
Iran feel every day. Although the teenagers were rebellious, they still 
follow the Islamic rules for fear of being detained. It is crazy to think 
that such a wonderful place could also create so much terror. 
I soon realized that there were two sides to Iran - one side contained a 
vision of terror and the other was the love of the civilians. However, 
their love was far more overwhelming than the feeling of terror by the 
government. 

It was essential for me to visit Iran and be able to understand 
my country better. Before traveling to Iran, I had no intention of pay
ing a visit. But after spending the entire summer there, I cannot wait 
to return. Iran has become a part of me and I will always refer to it as 
my true home. 
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Christian Quero 

Poetry 

Breaking Belief 

Me: 
There's no comparison to a high attention 
Intention to circulize and close circuits 
Urgent to idolize my brain is technical 
But you lack the solutions cuz you ain't modern enough 
And you ain't medical I'm cali-life style like 
The mighty sword word is born my freeways earn 
Dollars out of sense so represent your sources space is infinite 
I line 'em up wind 'em up mercy mercy 
My folds is like man in orgami form 
More natural than a system for whatever it's worth 

Computer: 
I'm corporate too cuz move big blocks with a construction of natural 
guides 
I wouldn't hesitate to sign 
We're big business entrepreneurs invading your state 
So if you thought a certain way us ties and briefcases is corruptin' your 
gateway 
A hollow building is being dropped over your estate 

Me: 
I'm try in' tho 
I don't want you steppin' on the flowers in my garden 
Shoes with no style blockin' my sunlight 
I got my highlights for quotas we meet as one department of love 
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No supervision is required cuz in ourselves we trust 
Us the supernatural team 
You gotta army of numbers behind a color 
Used to paint a judgment of us and we believe it 
I'm breakin' belief and leading a new way to think for our future sons 
and daughters 
As we recognize our past sons and daughters 

Computer: 
Word 
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Julie Davis 

Fiction 

Amsterdam 

Drag it in. 

Hold it. 

Hold it. 

Breeeeathe out slow so the white smoke gathers around you're face 
like thick, rolling fog. 

I don't know how this happened. A month and a half ago I was clam
ing I'd never drink, never smoke. 

I glance over at Stephen. He's shirtless, leaning against the window 
frame, giving the little old lady next door something nice to look at. 

He's not looking at me, not watching me. He doesn't usually watch 
me. I don't think he cares for me much. 

It's quiet. TV's off and we're not really big talkers. 

Stephen turns to me. Walks over to the bed, looks down at me. 

Drag it in. 

Hold it. 

Hold it. 
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Our eyes connect as the heavy smoke curls past my lips like a dragon 
in a fairy tale, bleeds up out of my nose into the air. 

He's watching me for once and I watch him back. I wish I could under
stand him, wish I could tell if he actually likes me or just tolerates me. 

White sheets ripple against bare legs as I rock forward and hand Ste
phen the joint. 

I rock back and the sheets settle into stiff cloth puddles again. 

His cheeks hollow as he takes a drag, dark eyes on mine. 

"We should go out," he says and strolls into the bathroom. 

I like Amsterdam. 

I like how there are just as many bikes as there are pigeons in the city. 
I like the dark, muggy "coffee" shops and the art museums. 

I like being able to lie in the grass outside the Van Gogh Museum and 
smoke cannabis as families and tourists walk by. I like the way tunnel 
vision blocks out the calls of random men on the streets and the way 
noises bounce around like crickets in my head. 

I like the irony of churches and brothels on the same street. I like the 
way the prostitutes' lips swing up into smiles as Stephen walks by and 
the way the smiles drop off when I catch up to him. 

We walk the red light district because I asked Stephen if we could and 
he said yes. 

The girls look like X-rated Barbies. They sit in tiny rooms with their 
hair and makeup done, glass doors like the plastic cover. 

Stool and lingerie included. Good time guaranteed! 
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Teeth, eyes and skimpy outfits glow in the purple and red lights as they 
sit, stand, lean in their life 

We amble along the canals, water lapping like weak, diluted tar at the 
stone, throwing the colorful lights back up into the cool air. 

Night clubs boom and rumble with bass, drunk friends laugh and yell 
to each other as they stand side by side, strip clubs and live sex shows 
light up the streets with neon. 

I hop up onto the siding of one of the numerous bridges in Amsterdam 
and Stephen leans on the stone opposite me. 

Small wooden boats snarl by every so often splitting the black water 
below us. 

He tells me about how he got in a fight once. How he and his friends 
had won. 

I smile, laugh, he's such a boy. 

"You're so cool, Stephen. When I grow up I want to be just like you." 

He turns to me. Bright eyes connect in the dim light. 

"But you already are grown up." 

I laugh to buy time because I don't know what to say. 

"Yeah, I guess so." I lie lamely. 

If I were older, more experienced, grown up, I would've said some
thing better. 

But I'm just out of high school and don't know who the fuck I am or 
what the fuck I want even though he's standing right in front of me. 
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There are times when I feel too old for my body, but I know I'm not 
really grown up. The credit card in my wallet is still connected to 
daddy's bank account. 

He smiles a little, changes the subject. 

I run my hands through slick, soapy hair marveling at the shortness of 
it. I left about a foot of it back in Vienna with a Swedish hairdresser. 

I twist the pipes closed and the water hisses, sputters, drips off. 

My hand tugs a stiff white towel over the shower door. Too much 
starch. 

I wring my hair and wrap the towel around me as I hear Stephen pad 
into the bathroom. The sweet, cloying smell of pot filling the tiny bath
room. 

"What're you doing?" I ask and step out of the shower. It's too early 
for that. 

I watch as he pours the little bag into the toilet. 

"We can't take it with us." 

"Okay, I understand." I slip out of the bathroom. 

I understand that we'll leave whatever friendship and closeness we had 
here too. 

He told me we'd catch tadpoles together, make brownies and watch 
movies together but I know, knew even as he said those things, we 
never would. We just don't fit. 

It's time to go home. Time to get back to "real". 

We leave the bed unmade, window open, memories like fingerprints on 
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the walls and furniture. 

The flight home is exactly the same as the plane ride we took at the 
beginning of the trip: quiet and awkward. We're back to where we 
started, back to being new and uncertain with each other. Or maybe we 
never really changed, who knows? 

His friends are at the airport seeing someone off when we drop out of 
the sky. California. We sleepwalk off the plane. 

"Be right back," he tells me, eyes scanning the swirling mass of people 
by the baggage claim. 

"I'll watch our stuff." 

He's gone before the words leave my lips. Back to his "real", the one 
I don't fit into. The one where I don't drink and don't smoke and don't 
sit on the bed we share while he stands shirtless by the window. 
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Poet 

Poetry 

I Think I Like My Way Better 

Dazed and lost, I lie here looking at the sky, 
Motionless and calm, watching the time pass by. 

Funny thing you know it passes so fast, 
Yet life's main purpose is to make it last. 

But I will not listen, I must do it my own way, 
And ignore the obvious or what people say. 

The extremist way to live is no way to be, 
But so far I feel that it best describes me. 

I look to the sky, such a big world to explore, 
It makes the world around so completely unsure. 

But I guess that's the way that life must be, 
Full of confusion, chaos and mystery. 

So what would life be if one didn't explore? 
A redundant pattern, a perpetual bore. 

No thanks, it's alright, it's not for me, 
I think I am better off living spontaneously. 
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Poetry 

Seeds of Stargazing Autonomy 

I held the seeds within my hand 
And blew a wind over them 
The see the eruption of dreams through oceans; 

And into the boat I went, to sail 
Upon the wispy breaths of the sky: 
Those downy puffs of temperance 

And on this boat I made my way 
Unto the forever line, just above 
The ocean's furthest edge, where slow 

I watched that plate—described by one: 
The cauldron of the morning— 
Arise from the faint blue line 

Where it mixed with blue; 
Though that blue's another hue— 
Yet where these two borders of the world 

Split, a magnificent dark damask emerged from 
Within the gap of substance and 
Nothingness, a rose from the ashes, 
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Barbara Farag-Hanna 

Poetry 

All Be Dead 

I sit upon my bed 
And keep myself from sleep 
For in sleep all be dead 
And I wish not to forget. 
If I close my eyes 
Then you'll be gone 
Only sorrow dreams will exist 
With I not ready for a lonely dawn. 
While in wake 
The day still goes 
And I can claim us 
To be a lasting rose. 
But my hand begins to squeeze 
For my eyes start to haze 
Not much time do we have left 
Not a month, not even days. 
Like the blood on my fingertips 
We are now being repelled 
Such a strong, secret vow 
Is now being dispelled. 
If I close my fist 
And kept the blood, though dry 
Could I slowly give it life 
Or would I be trusting in a lie? 
Tell me kind spirit 
What shall I do 
For my heart is still his 
Whole, fervent, and true. 
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Allan E. MacLeod 

Personal Essay 

Good Morning 

During my first tour as a Marine in Iraq, I did a lot of foot 
patrols and came to really enjoy them. Technically, I was there to find 
and destroy the bombs and guns that insurgents hid in the open fields 
and dry riverbeds called wadis, but what I grew to love was the vari
ety of scenery in the country. There was always the threat of a sudden, 
unexpected, and fantastically violent death; but I was fortunate and 
mostly avoided that part of the war. I was lucky for the chance to ap
preciate the beauty of Iraq relatively unmolested, but I did have a few 
encounters with death. Once, I was part of a patrol that was attacked 
by a roadside bomb. I can still remember the events of that morning 
vividly, as though I am there again. 

The patrol begins in the inky hours of the night. My five-man 
team is working with a platoon of infantrymen, or "grunts", during a 
weeklong operation to find and destroy enemy weapons caches. We'll 
be searching along a road a mile or two from our patrol base, so in 
order to arrive by dawn, a dozen of us leave at around midnight. As we 
walk, I see nothing to my left except a disorienting blackness, and to 
my right, I see only the flat green circle of a night vision device's lens. 
The device provides only a blurry facsimile of what can be seen in the 
day, and I have a dull headache from the eyestrain. The headache is ag
gravated by sixty pounds of gear digging into my shoulders with every 
step. My balance is off because I'm in the drunk-like state that occurs 
after sleeping poorly for a week, and my feet aren't finding the ground 
properly, so I stumble every twenty paces or so. I'm walking along a 
slightly raised dirt mound that separates two fields of ankle-high plants 
I can't identify. They remained me of home and my mother's vegetable 
garden, where she grew basil and tomatoes and sunflowers, the lat-
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ter of which I got in trouble for cutting down when I was young. My 
thoughts continue to wander, and I'm only vaguely aware of the waist-
high grass we pass through and the light from windows of the scattered 
clusters of nearby houses. 

Reality pulls me back as my boot is sucked into a patch of 
mud. My leg touches the side of my pants, soaked with cold sweat, and 
a shiver runs down my back. I wonder why I enjoy this. It's a strange 
feeling to be exhausted and content at once. Physical exertion releases 
endorphins, which I've heard and chemically similar to heroin. Maybe 
I'm just a junkie. But I now understand the wanderlust that animates 
packs of wolves. It feels good to explore, see the sights, smell the 
smells, and hear the sounds of the world. As I turn another corner, my 
left eye suddenly can see, and my right eye is filled with harsh white 
light. We've reached the cluster of houses and the fluorescent tube 
lights that light their surroundings. 

I turn the knobs on my night vision device, trying to adapt to 
the changing light conditions, eventually giving up and turning the 
goggles off. We've arrived at the route we'll be sweeping at daybreak. 
Since cache sweeping is mostly based on visual indicators, it's almost 
impossible to effectively sweep in the dark. We still have an hour or 
so until dawn, so we occupy a house for safety. A grunt knocks on the 
door, and the brassy rattle is answered by silence. While we wait for 
somebody to come to the door, I stand under a manmade canopy of 
vines. Its corner posts are made of gnarled and knobby wood, cracked 
and gray from years of sunlight. It has the character I've come to as
sociate with Iraq, that of rugged dilapidation. Everything is dusty and 
faded, so it's hard to tell what's old. A house might be built next door 
to a shrine older than America, and nobody but the locals would know 
which building is older. I wonder if it would even matter. The door is 
answered with the grind and clunk of a dead bolt being pulled free, and 
a face full of desert's wrinkles looks out. After a short discussion, we 
go inside. 

A younger man opens the door to a room in the house, and the 
questioning chatter of sleeping women waking emerges. It sounds like 
a disturbed hen house. A sour-faced battleaxe woman talks to the man 
in the doorway. She eyes us with hostility, and a little girl at her knees, 
about five years old, stares at me with impossibly large eyes. Her yel-
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low pastel pajamas contrast with the grimly lit masonry the same way 
she contrasts with the woman above her. The battleaxe yanks the girl 
by the shoulder and they filter out of the room and file up the stairs 
along with a dozen other women and girls. My team and several other 
Marines go into the room while others stand watch on the roof and at 
the doors. We have an hour until sunrise. Some of us talk for a while, 
but conversation is soon replaced by the sounds of shallow sleeping. 

Somebody kicks my leg, jarring me awake. I'm disoriented 
for a moment and don't know where I am. The feeling passes and 
is replaced by grogginess in my head and soreness in my neck from 
sleeping at an awkward angle with my helmet still on. I stand up and 
my gear makes the action a clumsy affair, like being a child again, 
wrapped in three or four layers of clothes to protect against the win
ter. We walk outside, the predawn light filling in the colors emptied 
by the night. A radio beeps and hisses as a Marine speaks in jargon 
to somebody several miles away. I unfold my metal detector and flip 
the power switch on the control box at my side. The irritating metallic 
whine of the earpiece causes hearing damage, so I tie it to my shoulder 
straps instead of putting it against my ear. Using a muffler in the yard, 
I calibrate the search head, a green plastic halo at the end of an alumi
num rod. Mufflers sound the same to a metal detector as artillery shells 
when buried underground. Iraqis bury a lot of artillery shells and even 
more mufflers. I've never understood the later behavior. 
The static jargon-voice has told us we can start the patrol. The dozen 
of us spread out on either side of a raised dirt road and keep about thir
ty feet between each other. Because the grunts are not trained to search 
for weapons caches, I give them advice about what to look for. Raised 
mounds of dirt, piles of brush, and recently disturbed patches on the 
ground are all potentially cache sites. We walk through farmed fields, 
filled with the same nondescript leafy plants from earlier in the night. 
There isn't much that looks like a possible cache site along the route, 
so I let the grunts feel important as they closely examine every hole in 
the ground. Most of these holes are just burrows dug by wild dogs to 
escape the whipping cold of desert nights. I let my mind wander. 

We are walking along the Euphrates River, and brown reeds 
grow twenty feet high along the riverbanks. There is a palm tree grove 
across the river, where I recently saw a boy climb a 70-foot tall tree, 
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fearlessly like a monkey, to retrieve a date. In the distance where we 
came from, a man wails the Adhan, the Islamic call to prayer, from a 
scratchy loudspeaker. Many Marines hate the ubiquitous loudspeak
ers and associate them with a tactic wherein the insurgents use the 
speakers to coordinate attacks against Americans. "It sounds like he's 
strangling a fucking cat," one of the grunts says. Mimicking the wail
ing intonations, another one chimes in, "The American infidels are by 
the river, there are twelve of them, go and kill them in Allah's name, 
Allahu akhbar, Allahu akhbar." I don't tell them that I like the sound 
and think it's pleasant and relaxing. I have the words of the Adhan 
memorized phonetically and occasionally chant along with it to get a 
reaction out of my buddies. 

We are now far away from any houses and farmed fields. Noth
ing higher than our ankles grows here. The sky is massive and dwarfs 
the land, and it feels like we've reached the end of the earth and might 
step out into the blue infinity at any moment. Two boys have found our 
patrol and are cautiously approaching. Marines and Iraqi children have 
a curious and shifting dynamic that rages from mutual fascination and 
teasing t o downright hostility. Since they are far from the comfort of 
watching eyes, the boys are not badgering us for water, chocolate, soc
cer balls, pens, pencils, knives, money, or anything else they know the 
English word for. They are dressed in clothes that would be on a rack 
in Goodwill at home in America, and the grunt that chanted the Adhan 
earlier says, "Hey kid, the 80's called. They want their fashion back." 
The kid fires back with an unenthusiastic, "fuck you", dragging out the 
last syllable. They go back and forth like this for a while without any 
real hostility. The Marine is bored and the child provides a source of 
idle entertainment. The child is curious and the Marine provides a way 
to practice his English. The kids soon grow bored and leave. 

I am bored too, having found nothing and having expected to 
find nothing. We finish the sweep half an hour later, empty-handed. 
My mind is dull and tired, and I don't care about much except for 
sleep. The trek back to the base is aggravating. I trip over knee-high 
scrub brush and think that it would make a find addition to one of the 
inner circles of hell. I start to notice all of the aches and cramps on 
my body and the rumbling in my stomach. A half a mile away from 
the converted mansion we're using as a base, we stop to cross over a 
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raised road. Crossing roads is dangerous at the best of times, and this 
one is pocked with craters from old roadside bomb explosions. Stand
ing in the field next to the road, I notice the precision of the movement. 
It reminds me of ants scurrying around their hill, and I think it would 
make a nice picture. I take my camera out, frame the shot, press the 
shutter button, and duck as an explosion rocks the road. I quickly put 
my camera away as several dozen thoughts run through my mind all at 
once. 

Who's dead? I feel bad for his mom. I'm not going to have 
to carry pieces of him back, am I? What kind of explosion was that? 
A rocket? A landmine? An incoming mortar? Explosions all sound 
the same, and it's difficult to tell what caused it. Are we going to be 
attacked again? Is everybody else okay? Am I okay? Oh fuck. They 
don't let us have cell phones because insurgents could make a bomb 
that is triggered by cell phones. Did my camera set off that explosion? 
Did I just get a guy killed? I wait tensely, weapon drawn and excited 
by an adrenaline rush, hopeful that I might get to participate in a fire-
fight. 

We are not attacked again, so the patrol quickly continues 
across the road. Pieces of the story filter back to us over the radio 
several minutes later as we nervously look around. Miraculously, 
nobody was killed. It was a roadside bomb that exploded, probably 
buried too deeply, so the force of the blast went directly up and didn't 
hurt anybody. As we rush to close the last quarter of a mile, a jumpy 
grunt almost shoots a chicken when it surprises him and gets laughed 
at when we get back to our base. The mood here is like a summer 
barbecue after the high school baseball team wins an important game. 
Everybody who was on patrol tells the story to everybody who wasn't. 
We all compare notes, politely listening as we tell one another where 
we were when the blast went off, what we felt, what we saw. 

In the room where my team is staying, I check my camera to 
see the picture I took. The cloud of dirt and debris kicked up by the 
explosion covers one Marine who was little more than an arm's length 
away from the blast. Another is on the ground in front of the blast, 
having literally "hit the deck". Further away from the blast, some still 
haven't even reacted. The guy who was next to the blast is congratu
lated for his luck. By all accounts, we thought he had died. I speak to 
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him for a while, raising my voice and occasionally repeating myself 
because of the ringing in his ears. He's quiet and distant, probably in 
shock, and shakes a little as he tells e a bout his newborn child, whom 
he has yet to meet. I listen to him clear his mind for a while, and we 
exchange email addresses. I'll send him a copy of the picture later. He 
says he won't show it to his wife, so that she doesn't worry. I congratu
late him on his luck again and go back to my room. It's the middle of a 
crisp blue morning, but everybody is exhausted. I climb in my sleeping 
bag, enjoying the warmth of well-deserved rest. 
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Nadia Sandoval 

Fiction 

The Big Bad Wolf 

Suzie packed her blue dress, white socks, cotton pajamas, 
toothbrush, and Teddy in her red suitcase. The aroma of something 
burning greeted her as she raced downstairs. When she ran into the 
kitchen to kiss her mother goodbye, her mother was busy fanning 
away the gray smoke that hovered over a pan of blackened cookies. 
Once outside, Suzie squinted and waited for her eyes to adjust to the 
blinding afternoon sun. After hopping off the porch and onto the pave
ment, she made her way down the sidewalk of the cul-de-sac where 
she lived. She kicked small pebbles as she passed bright green lawns 
and huge muscles cars parked in driveways. 

While out admiring her rose garden, Mrs. Lane stopped to 
wave at Suzie with her white gloves. 

Mr. Todford, wearing his usual orange plaid shorts and brown 
hat, was watering his lawn. 

"Good afternoon, Mr. Todford." 
"Good morning, Suzie. I see you're off to your grandmother's 

house." 
"I sure am. Just for one day," she answered. 
"And where are your parents?" 
"Pops said that since I'll be starting the fifth grade, I'm old 

enough to go all the way to grandmas by myself!" 
"Fifth grade! You kids just keep growing." 
Suzie blushed behind her curly red hair and giggled. 
A white-haired lady stood near the bus stop, clutching her 

purse. Nearby, a blond woman had a firm hold on her son's hand 
while he blew pink bubbles with his gum. 

Sitting alone on the bench, an old man with messy hair and 
wearing a baggy overcoat, sipped a drink from a bottle in a brown pa
per bag. Suzie tightened her fingers around the handle of her suitcase 
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as she passed the man, who reeked of urine and alcohol. He smiled 
at her, revealing yellow teeth. She stopped, her shoulders flinched 
spreading shivers and bumps across her body. 
A deep voice shook her from the old man's glare. "Are you lost 
young lady?" asked a tall man in a pressed uniform. 

The sun reflected off the man's gold badge. Suzie slowly read 
the shiny star pinned to his chest. 

"O-f-ficer D-a-niel." 
"That's right. How may I help you," he asked, smiling down at 

Suzie. His soft blue eyes calmed her. 
"I'm not lost, Officer Daniel. But I can't remember the bus I 

am supposed to take." 
"Where do you live?" he asked kindly. 
"I'm going to my grandmother's house. She lives on 1345 

Riding Street." 
"Then you should take bus number eight." 
She stood close to the edge of the curb waiting the bus when 

the old man scooted along the bench getting closer to Suzie. 
"You said you were headed to your grandma's place?" he 

asked. 
She didn't answer, but stared straight ahead, pulling her shoulders 
together while gripping the suitcase tighter. 
He took a sip from his drink and then said, "You should take the num
ber ten bus. It'll get you there faster." 

Her back ached and her fingers reddened from clenching her 
suitcase. 

The old man explained, "The eight bus takes you around town, 
then goes straight to the neighborhoods. You see, you'd be wasting 
time." 

When the number eight bus arrived, Suzie boarded it and sat 
close to the window. When she no longer saw the old man on the 
bench, she leaned back on the seat and stretched out her small fingers. 
Then a familiar odor stung her nose. The messy-haired old man board
ed the bus and sat close by. 
Her heart pounded loudly and her palms began to sweat. Once more, 
her shoulders grew tense. Suzie held on to her suitcase and tried 
focusing on the blue sky and birds, but the old man's whistling inter-
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rupted her thoughts. As she tried to ignore him, her heart beat louder 
and faster. 

The bus jerked to a stop. As she hurried off the bus, the old 
man stared at her from the window. She exited the bus too early, but 
she didn't mind - she was away from the old man. 

It was nearing sunset. The street was empty, but the driveways 
were filled with cars. Suzie imagined families gathered in their dining 
rooms eating meatloaf, mashed potatoes topped with creamy gravy, 
and buttery corn on the cob. Her stomach grumbled as she ran to her 
grandmother's house. 

When she spotted the wind chimes and white, wooden rocking 
chair on a porch and knew she was at grandma's house. Suzie ran up 
and knocked on the door. When no one answered, she opened the door 
slowly. 

"Grandma?" 
The shades were drawn down. Floral print sofas were scattered 

with newspapers. The wooden floors creaked as she stepped across 
the living room. She called out to her grandmother once more. Still 
no answer. She crept down the hallway. The walls were covered 
with pictures of camping trips, baby photos, and one big portrait of her 
grandfather in his army uniform. 

Suzie entered the bedroom with its unmade bed and a night-
stand holding grandma's reading glasses and a cup of green fluid 
covering a pair of false teeth. She tried on the glasses and looked in 
the mirror. Her eyes were magnified to the size of quarters. When she 
looked at the big teeth resting in the cup, she giggled remembering 
how they'd fallen out during church and landed on Mrs. Lane's lap. 
Then she heard a thump from the closet. She inched towards it, 
stretching out her clammy hands. After taking a deep breath, she 
turned the knob slowly. Inside the closet, grandmother's pale blood
stained body had dropped to the floor, her toothless mouth flung open, 
and her eyes white and lifeless. 

Tears gathered in Suzie's throat as she opened her mouth to 
scream, but a big hand covered her mouth. She looked up and saw 
a pair of familiar blue eyes and star shaped badge. His eyes were 
no longer calming and his badge was not shiny. She cried out with 
muffled screams, but no one heard. 
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Janet Hall 

Fiction 

The Grand Opening 

The conflict started when the small boy fell from the curtains 
and crashed into the cashier, Ms. Wright, knocking her down. Startled 
and confused, the young woman lifted herself off the floor and dusted 
some lint from her dress. As she composed herself, the child's screams 
vibrated throughout the store and caught his grandmother's attention, 
an older woman with hair like julienne carrots that fell in reddish-or
ange ringlets. She rushed up and comforted the boy, glaring at the one 
who appeared to have caused the incident — Ms. Wright. 

Four seconds later, the redhead pulled out from under her arm a 
Lady's Home Journal and swung it back and forth like a whiskbroom, 
slapping Ms. Wright's face and arms twenty times while an old fanny 
sac slid up and down her ample waist. A whiff of barley and mule hay 
filled the air. 

Ms. Wright tried to ignore the attack and escape. But the 
incident continued. The boy kept crying and his grandmother called 
out to Ms. Wright, "Hey, you hit my grandson!" The older woman ran 
after the employee, caught up and tried whacking her face again. But 
Ms. Wright got smart, protected herself, and crossed her arms over her 
face as she limped towards the help desk. She opened the door and 
sat down for a moment, staring at a group photo taken last week with 
Buster Hanes, the store manager, standing right in the middle, tower
ing over everyone. Where could Buster be? He was probably in the 
break room minding the pasta and adding more soda to the igloo. If 
only he were around, Ms. Wright thought, things would be better; he'd 
put an end to all this fuss. 

Suddenly, around the corner, the customer reappeared, ap
proaching Ms. Wright, trying to attack her again. But luckily, the boy 
complained about his sore head, so the grandmother stopped to attend 
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to him — she found a stuffed gorilla and gave it to the kid, who pro
ceeded to cuddle it and use it to dry up his tears. 

Ms. Wright gave up and tried to relax by reading a sales ad. 
Looking around, the grandmother returned the toy to the shelf. 

Soon thereafter, she moved toward the help desk, asking for Ms. 
Wright to come out. Ms. Wright remained seated, still trying to relax, 
taking a chocolate mint from the basket on the counter. 

After three minutes, Ms. Wright picked up the phone and tried 
paging Buster, but he never answered. She decided to wait a few more 
minutes, but she was beginning to panic. The grandmother's short 
frame blocked her ext, so this didn't help. Ms. Wright was trapped, so 
she studied the group photo from the picnic. 

An employee rushed by and Ms. Wright inquired about Buster. 
"He's at Ralph's," the guy replied. 

At least she knew where he was. Ms. Wright looked at her watch and 
as the older woman and the boy left to go to the bathroom. When the 
two troublemakers returned, a moment later, Ms. Wright called 9-1-1. 

Ms. Wright said, "I need help." 
"Slow down," begged the dispatcher. 
"I can't. I'm being attacked." 
"She hit my grandson," the grandmother screamed as Ms. 

Wright tried to tune her out. 
"Can you come?" 
"Where are you?" 
"The Toys N Trains Store." 
"Officer Baldovich will be there soon," promised the man on 

the phone. 
Ms. Wright relaxed a little, sighed, and nervously took another 

mint. She watched the boy spin around on the floor, throwing a fit, 
while the grandmother explained to him, "She just called the police; 
they're on their way. We'll tell our side first. I'll buy you a toy." The 
boy smiled and he stopped his fit. 

The grandmother helped herself to the basket of mints, dump
ing all of them into her fanny sac. 

Finally as Officer Baldovich arrived, the siren caught Buster's 
attention. He soon arrived with a Ralph's cart loaded with food. 

"I'm the store manager, Buster." He shook Officer Baldovich's 
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hand then glanced over at the older woman and her grandson. With a 
puzzled look, he asked Ms. Wright, "What's this all about?" 

The woman answered. She pointed at Ms. Wright, hissing the 
words so loud the whole store could hear, "She hit my grandson." 

"Jan, you hit her grandson?" asked Buster, while Officer Bal-
dovich just stood there. 

Ms. Wright shook her head while she explained, "No, he 
bumped into me when he was swinging from the curtains and fell." 

Buster stated, "It was just an accident then, but still you still hit 
him." 

"No. He was swinging from the curtains and hit me." 
Buster thought for a second. Then, the redhead barged in and 

said, "She hit my grandson. Now he's upset." 
The grandmother, identifying herself as Kate Buttons from 

Tarzana, repeated her report. "She hit my grandson." 
"I did not. . . " sighed Ms. Wright, knowing that the word hit 

meant different things to different people. 
The grandmother interrupted. "He cried, so this woman 

must've done something to him." 
Ms. Wright tried defending herself. "Buster, while the grand

mother wasn't looking the grandson hit me when he fell from the cur
tains. He landed on me, got knocked to the floor and screamed. Then, 
the grandmother attacked me, hitting me multiple times." 

In frustration, Buster rolled his eyes. 
The grandmother interrupted, "He's upset and so am I." 
Buster quietly opened the drawer and pulled out three gift cards 

valued at twenty-five dollars each. He held them in his hands, Toys N 
Trains proudly displayed, and offered them to the grandmother. 
The grandmother seemed happy for the moment. She took her grand
son and left the store. 

A few seconds later, Officer Baldovich gave Ms. Wright some 
friendly advice: next time apologize. 

"The slap happened so fast I didn't have time." 
"Just try." He gave her his business card and glanced at Buster. 

"Good luck with your business, son." 
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Everything was to go back to normal, but when the manager 
saw Ms. Wright's confused expression, he explained, "Gift cards will 
bring her back. 

"I don't know why you'd want her back in the store." 
"For business reasons. She'll return but hopefully in a better 

mood. When she's shopping her again, take a break, take a long one 
if you'd like. You shouldn't have to deal with her." He glanced at the 
igloo, offering Ms. Wright a coke. 

Ms. Wright just shook her head. 
"Those gift cards will just invite trouble." 
"Look at it this way; we're here to please the customer, stay out 

of the newspaper, and prevent a lawsuit." 
Ms. Wright gave him a doubtful look as she opened the can. 
"Trust me." 
Then the phone rang and Buster answered. He had received a 

call from Miss Kate Buttons, threatening a lawsuit. 
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Jason Polhill 

Poetry 

Liquid Reality 

Free write world. Free write self. 

Redefine swimming lines as conformity melt s 
Structure gives way, 
Rules 

bent 
to break 

A spark brews a flame that confusion assimilates. 
So let go of models, 

and dive 
down 

in dark 
Molding my world so seconds stop. On the c 1 o c k 
Walls and trees are at my disposal to play 
Shapes in the sky b n 

e d because there are no limits today 

Fluid perception. Fluid self 

Thrust anew into this breathing mix, familiar yet first time felt 
Burning and shifting, dismissing 

churning swirls of life twisting, 
yesterday and tomorrow because life just hit me 
So let go of the models, 

and dive 
down 

in dark 
On the Otherside resides wisdom — listen. . . 
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as emptiness remarks 
Speaking through a colorful vacancy in space 
Appreciate this confusion as diffusion discombobulates 

Liquid reality. Liquid self 

Overflows spilled, 
now vacancies are filled 

Throw the rules out the window 
Live if you want to, in spite 
tomorrow is a necessary part of life. 
But on the Otherside grows valleys of green to no end 
And the lazy river spawns from and exotic brain stem 

To reach - to grow, to teach climb and 
dive 
Liquid reality shifted life and now I'm alive 
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Alone 
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John Redmond 
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Fisher Bridge Shane Jones 
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Innocence Bryce Souve 
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Jim Morrison Kyle Gingerelli 
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Keystone 8mm John Redmond 
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Mexican Espectador 
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Paint Can Anthony Pattella 
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Jason Pohill 

Poetry 

Liquid Reality 

Free write world. Free write self. 

Redefine swimming lines as conformity melt s 
Structure gives way, 
Rules 

bent 
to break 

A spark brews a flame that confusion assimilates. 
So let go of models, 

and dive 
down 

in dark 
Molding my world so seconds stop. On the clock 
Walls and trees are at my disposal to play 
Shapes in the sky b n 

e d because there are no lim
its today 

Fluid perception. Fluid self 

Thrust anew into this breathing mix, familiar yet first time felt 
Burning and shifting, dismissing 

churning swirls of life twisting, 
yesterday and tomorrow because life just hit me 
So let go of the models, 

and dive 
down 
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in dark 
On the Otherside resides wisdom — listen. . . 

as emptiness remarks 
Speaking through a colorful vacancy in space 
Appreciate this confusion as diffusion discombobulates 

Liquid reality. Liquid self 

Overflows spilled, 
now vacancies are filled 

Throw the rules out the window 
Live if you want to, in spite 
tomorrow is a necessary part of life. 
But on the Otherside grows valleys of green to no end 
And the lazy river spawns from and exotic brain stem 

To reach - to grow, to teach climb and 
dive 
Liquid reality shifted life and now I'm alive 
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Jacob Wison 

Fiction 

The Paper Mound 

David stood under an external oath: he was ordered to write; 
the oath bound him to his assignment although he simultaneously 
retained his free will during his task. As he wrote, he felt a sense of 
pleasure of liberation from this world. A world seemingly set apart 
from evil, an ability to express himself through his talent. His whole 
life meshed together when he wrote. Whenever he finished writing one 
thing, a new thought would inspire his moving hand, and he'd con
tinue writing. 

He sat on the ground, out in the open, and wrote upon stacks 
of blank paper. David finished the final draft of his latest project, 
set it aside, and looked forward to writing a new story, but nothing 
came to him, as it usually did during the instant of the last stroke of L 
'The End.' No plot, no conflict, no characters, not even a setting, noth
ing. David felt confused and distraught, so he laid himself down on the 
ground to clear his head and look up at the sky, searching for his muse. 
This has happened before. What should be wrong with me? There is 
always something for me to write . . . but now I can not think. 

As David lay there, he felt the need to rise and begin writing 
again; yet there was nothing in his head for him t write. So he contin
ued resting where he was. And as he stayed, a light wind wisped over 
his papers and blew a few onto him. He saw the blank pages and let 
hem be. No need to do anything with them so long at there is nothing 
to be written upon them. 

So David stayed there, constantly searching his mind for the 
hidden source of his works and still covered by those few leaves 
of paper. But as he stayed there, under the sweltering sun, atop the 
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fresh grass in the middle of a park filled with trees, another light draft 
floated through his things and wafted multiple sheets of paper floated 
through his things and wafted multiple sheets of paper. It had been 
cool in the nights and alternatively hot during the days. David dreaded 
the days. 

He could hear people walking by all the time—another way 
to decipher the time of day: morning rush to work; then it was dead 
until the lunch rush—except for a couple of kids playing in the park 
and a few teenagers ditching school; and then it was usually dead until 
school finished; then he heard the five o'clock stampede of the work
ers driving home; next the dinner rush until it got late in the night and 
it was silent again until morning—and each time some one stopped to 
comment o his mound, they'd say things like "Wow, it's grown a bit 
since last time we walked by" or "I wonder if he'll ever finish?" 

David heard most of these, but his "grave" blocked many out. 
He became aggravated with himself locked under his paper grave and 
shouted insensibly: "Ah! Why so senseless? Why? If you had just got
ten up and written something, pushed the papers earlier! Stupid!" 
An elderly woman walked past David's mound with her husband as 
she heard David's muffled shouts. "Jerry, did you hear anything?" 

"Nothing, dear. Come, let's go." 
A flaming arrow shot through his mound and stuck in the 

ground next to him. The hole left by the arrow let a small shaft of light 
in, and the fire gave him warmth—and also started to burn away the 
paper, starting with its entry point. So one last time, David waited. 
He waited for the paper around him to burn, for darkness to be dimin
ished, and the flames to engulf his surrounding. The whole time the 
flames came near him, and even brushed up against his skin. David 
wasn't burned. There was no grass beneath him to burn, for it had all 
died. 

He remained silent as his grave burned and withered away. 
The ashes were overcome by the wind and floated away. David saw 
that he could now lift himself out of the paper grave, for the fire had 
burned away, but he could decide it'd be better to eradicate the entire 
mound before moving—partly to make sure there was no plausible 
way of it growing back, and also because he didn't want to see any 
remnants of this particular horror. 
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So when the final chunks of paper had burned, David lifted 
himself to his to his feet and breathed clean air. Everything was the 
same—though, a little brighter and a tad more beautiful than David 
had remembered. And as his eyes wandered, they caught sight of a 
writing pad, a pencil, and a small stack of papers on the floor in the 
shade under a large tree, neatly organized; they beseeched him. He ap
proved of their call and instantly knew what he was to write, and so he 
did. And he has written ever since, in full confidence of his inspiration, 
though not knowing its origin and hidden from its sight even now; he 
writes. 
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Casha Cheema 

Poetry 

Kiddo 

That unmistakable giggle, so wholesome and contagious 
An infectious smile that smolder through my heart and warms my soul 
When that tiny hand curls around my finger and my skin tingles with 

astonishment, 
It is nothing short of euphoria. 

Your sounds; a burp, a grunt, a scream, a cry, might as well be a sym
phony 

I see you grow and walk and run, and throw and sprint and jump and 
play 

But it is in slumber, when your eyelids droop, and your lips start to 
pout, 

Your chin quivers and your perfect round belly starts to rise up and 
down, 

That I thank God he put me on this earth to witness your life. 
You are my reason, you are my why. 
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Michael Kaye 

Fiction 

Riddle 

Dateline, NBC. Police found a man hanging from his garage banister 
last week with his neck snapped in half. There were no chairs, stools, 
ladders, boxes, trash cans, desks, cars, or anything above 3 feet that 
could have caused then man's neck to break. The only oddity found 
within the garage was a large puddle. 

"I never expected Daniel to go through something like that. 
Every day he came into the office with that blank stare of his, sat at his 
desk, and worked until lunch. We always ate out. He said his Mother 
always packed his lunch in a brown paper bag, but the sandwich 
leaked or the rice spilled out of the Tupperware container and poked 
holes in the bag and he'd throw it away and snatch someone else's 
cookies. 

He rarely said anything, and when he did it was always about 
how something was spelled wrong on the menu. You would think 
someone so tranquil would think a little more profound thoughts, but 
apparently he was just torturing himself with silence." 

My one car garage will be big enough. I just need to move my 
washer-dryer and the shelves that hold my old textbooks. I can do it 
dead center so that the eye will be more drawn toward me. I can stop 
paying my electric bills seeing as I won't need it next month. I can 
save money for bigger ice blocks. That rope I found in the bedroom 
closet when I moved in will be fine. 

Quick run-through: step on ice, get my balance, neck through 
hole, slip ice from under me, death, and the biggest mystery in the 
neighborhood... 
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What if the ice slides back under me? I'll probably step back on 
it and take the noose off, cry, and have to go to work tomorrow... Shit! 

"Mr. Kim always walked through the lobby at 0855 hours of 
every weekday with a cloud over his head the size of his bloated gut. 
He's one of those 3rd generation Oriental immigrants that grew three 
feet taller than their parents because they got more meat in their diet. It 
always looked like that guy took the opportunity for granted." 

So: neck through hole, slip ice from under me toward the ice 
pick I glued to the wall, death, ice melts, biggest mystery in the neigh
borhood. 

All I have to do now is eat all of the frozen pizza and fish sticks 
to make room for the ice blocks that I have to buy from that tool in the 
liquor store on the corner. I can tie that rope on the beam now so it 
will look like a marker for my car. These don't look very sturdy. There's 
a lot of dust and I think there might be termites. All the bolts are rusted 
too. 

Now I need to go to the hardware store and buy new lumber 
and bolts and goggles and I might as well get some new rope seeing as 
this old stuff is falling apart in my hand. 

"I think I first knew Daniel was having a problem this one time 
we went to this sandwich shop across the street. I think it was called 
Jersey Mike's. 

Anyways, the deal is that the sandwiches come a certain way, 
Mike's Way or some stupid thing like that, it was plastered all over 
the walls and they had a sign stapled up that listed everything, and 
when you got to a certain point in the line one of the workers asked 
you, 'Would you like your sandwich Mike's Way?' And every time the 
guy would ask the person in the line would ask what Mike's Way was. 
We stood in line and listened twelve times to the employee explain
ing Mike's Way. Onions, lettuce, tomatoes, onions, lettuce, tomatoes, 
onions, lettuce, tomatoes lettuce onions tomatoes lettuce lettuce toma
toes lettuce onions, over and over again. It's surprising to see just how 
people are so consumed with themselves that they never listen to their 
surrounding. 
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It finally got to the thirteenth person in line, the lady in front of 
us, and just when the employee asked if she would like it Mike's Way, 
Daniel stopped her and said, 'So help me God. If you ask what Mike's 
Way is, lady, I will take one of those fucking fliers and staple it to your 
forehead so you will never forget it. I understand how awkward this 
may be for you, but I have put up with enough of this bullshit. There 
must be at least one brain cell of yours that registered how they make 
their fucking sandwiches here. Don't make this poor guy chant the 
lyrics fast-food tyranny one more time. Please, let me know that there 
is some hope for Humanity. Please, don't deprive me of the hope that 
there is some for of intelligent life on this planet. Please, bring back 
my spirit, bring back that little boy who wanted to be a fireman and 
was denied his dream because of asthma! I'll be in the car.' And he 
walked out of the store, into the rain, with all eyes on him. 

The lady turned to the employee holding her sandwich and just 
asked for mayo." 

The guy at the hardware store just ogled at me when I asked for 
a wood strong enough to hold 275lbs, so I just got some new rope and 
left. I finished all of the food that was in the freezer, not an easy feat, 
but at least I have one thing to be proud of before I do it. The washer 
dryer are blocking the front door so that when the police come they 
have to go through the garage. It wasn't easy getting them there and 
I almost considered going next door to ask for help, but what would I 
say? "Hey, I'm gonna need your help moving my washer dryer so that 
I can weave a subtle mystery after my suicide." I think I will get the ice 
blocks tomorrow. 

I keep on putting it off because that asshole who works there is 
some sort of "ice-blocking legend" and he always tries to give every
one advice. 
"Bro, you need to go down a not so steep hill instead of a really steep 

hill so the steepness won't trip you out, bro. Dude, bro, that brand of 
ice is snickle-fritz, go get the one with the blue stripes, bro, those are 
the freakin shite!" 
Why do people have to say curse words with emphases on the wrong 
syllable? It's still the same word, it doesn't change just because you 
say it differently. If anything they curse words with wrong emphases 
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should be worse than just the words themselves, because is promotes 
stupidity. 

This rope should hold, and I don't know what I was thinking 
with the beam, it can hold me while I do pull ups.. .well, when I try to 
do pull ups. There were a lot of pizzas. 

"This one day I was sitting in the lobby at about 1330 hours 
when Mr. Kim ran inside from the rain, his gut heaving over his belt 
like he'd just run a marathon. I looked up from my book of riddles and 
gave him the usual nod of the head. He just looked at me, panting, hair 
wet and dripping. 

He walked over to elevator and pressed the Number 21 button 
for his floor. He had a while to wait, that elevator is especially slow be
cause the owner of the building is very old and gets frightened by fast 
moving things, so he had the engineer program the elevator go up and 
down at half the speed of a regular elevator. Mr. Kim just sighed and 
leaned his face against the door in an attempt to sleep while standing 
up. 

'Mr. Kim, try to figure this one out,' I tried to reach out to him. 
He just kept his eyes closed and moaned. 'O.K. here it goes: A man 
is found in his basement hanging from one of the beams with nothing 
around him to show evidence of how he jumped. How did the man kill 
himself?' as I finished the last word Mr. Kim snatched the book from 
my hands and began to read the riddle for himself. He seemed almost 
stunned that anyone could think of such a thing, but there was almost a 
glint of wonder in his eyes as they passed up and down the text. 

The elevator dinged and the doors slid open. Mr. Kim, his eyes 
still on the book, meandered onto the elevator. I told him he could bor
row the book for today, and he just raised his hand in thanks, eyes still 
glued to that book. 

I couldn't have gotten out of that liquor store faster. "Finally 
bro, taking a taste of the sweet ice for the first time. You're gonna love 
it! Gonne be a freakin' blast." Yeah. Sure. Whatever just give me my 
change. 

I think I will do it next week so I can write a decent letter and 
clean my house. My father thinks I'm a pig and I want to shove one 
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last hint of cleanliness down his throat before I do it. When I look 
back I'm surprised I've lasted this long, with all of the mental abuse 
he put me through. But now I'll be able to be rid of him for once. My 
T.V. just went black, now my fan, now my lights. Oh shit! The electric
ity is already out. I don't have to pay those assholes! I can live without 
power for a few days. Oh shit! The ice. The ice is going to melt with 
the freezer off and I'm going to have to go back to that liquor store and 
that ass is going to think I like ice blocking and he's going to talk to me 
about it. Shit! 

I'll just do it now. I just need to set up the ice and the rope is all 
ready and then I'm done. 

So fucking heavy. So fucking far away. So fucking cold. Oh 
shit! What did I just trip over? That stupid ice pick. What was I think
ing? Forget it, my head is bleeding and I can't feel my arm but who 
cares. I set up the ice. I think holding them to my chest has damaged 
my lungs or something cause I can breath that easy. Fuck it. I set up 
the ice under the rope and I try to step onto the top before they melt. 
I can't get my balance though because my left arm isn't fucking work
ing and my chest hurts and the fucking pizza in my stomach is about 
to come up and ruin my shirt. I vomit all over my shirt. The smell fills 
the room and my nostrils and I need to get out. Oh shit! I tripped over 
that fucking ice pick again! I rip off my stained shirt and try to throw it 
outside, but I realize that the neighbors will watch and come see what 
is wrong and will find me before the ice had melted. Fuck! I will just 
throw it in the front garden. I get to my front door only to find out my 
washer dryer standing in the way. For the love of God! My chest grows 
tighter, I taste pennies, my legs grow weak and I fall to the ground. 
Those fucking trips must have broken something. I feel cold now. I 
guess that ice with the blue stripes is better. 
What am I talking about? Ice is ice. I bury my nose in the carpet and 
muffle my scream. I can't breath anymore. I guess I should have gotten 
a better inhaler. 
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Rebecca Burgess 

Personal Essay 

Passions 

To many, poetry is as an art, a talent, a skill or even a gift. To 
me, it is all of these and more. The distant memory of sitting on my 
grandfather's lap, as he quoted famous poets, is an unforgettable mo
ment from my childhood. Although I was only able to spend five short 
years of my life getting to know him; we had a very close relationship, 
and I got to know almost everything about him. One thing I will never 
forget is that he was amazing when it came to writing poetry. It was 
one of his many talents. He was an admirable man, and very inspira
tional. 

At the age of six, I wrote my first poem in honor of my grand
father who had passed away one year prior. I felt as if I had so much 
left to tell him, and I no longer had the opportunity to do so. I turned 
to poetry with the thought that it was the best way to express myself. 
Not only did it give me a feeling of relief, but it also kept my expres
sions personal. 

Poetry began growing into something more than just a legacy 
from my grandfather; it became a part of my life. Over the years, my 
poetry writing improved, and my love for it intensified. When I was 
fourteen, I submitted "Valentine's Day," and "Mommony" to the Inter
national Poetry Society. A few weeks later, I received a letter inviting 
me to Washington, D.C. to participate in the society's annual poetry 
contest. 

I arrived in Washington, D.C. in July 2003. After two days of 
sightseeing, poetry meetings, and rehearsals; it was finally time for the 
main event. Out of 50 contestants, I won fourth place overall; taking 
home a silver cup and a gold medallion. As I walked up to the podium 
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to collect my prize, the thought and image of my grandfather filled my 
mind as I wished he could have been there to see me. 

My winning poem, along with two others I had written, were 
published in a poetry book titled, "Immortal Verses Series". Although 
I did not win first place or the $20,000 grand prize; I take great pride in 
my accomplishment. I will cherish the memory of traveling to Wash
ington, D.C., reading my poem before an audience, and becoming a 
published poet. 

Denis Diderot's famous line, "Only passions, great passions 
can elevate the soul to great things," reflects the importance of poetry 
in my life. Writing poetry has opened a door in my life and shown me 
possibilities that I never thought attainable. Through it, I am able to 
express my thoughts and hold on to the memory of my grandfather. 
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Nely Fernando 

Poetry 

A Sale at the Mall 

Down at the mall 
They are having a sale 

Antidotes for insecurities, 
Brand new Self Esteems to go 

With frills and thrills, 
Batteries not included 

Pieces of your humanity, 
My humanity. 

All shrink-wrapped and sold 
In pretty Made in China packages 

Available by the dozens 
Or was it, buy one get one free? 
I don't remember to be exact. 

But all sales are final 
No refunds please. 
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T. William White 

Fiction 

Riding the Storm 

Your plane lands in Seattle, late, barely allowing you enough 
time to catch the last puddle-jumper north. An hour later, you touch 
down in Bellingham and taxi down the foggy runway to the gate. It is 
fifty degrees and spitting rain; but, never-mind that. You checked the 
report this morning and the frost line is at 1,800 feet. 

The rental car clerk gives you grief when you opt out of up
grading your vehicle. Considering that he probably would have gone 
home two hours ago had it not been for your reservation; you buy the 
insurance policy out of sympathy. 

The air clears as you merge your mid-sized, domestic chariot 
onto Sunset from Interstate 5. You cross the Hannegan and call Dino; 
but he does not answer, presumably because he is already off the grid. 
You leave a voicemail and carry on in to the night. 

You roll up the window when the air becomes bitter as you 
approach Kendall and make the turn. You are only halfway there and 
you are beginning to lose some steam. Ten minutes later, you pull 
into Glacier and contemplate renting a cabin. But instead, you wander 
into the only tavern in that miserable, one-horse town to grab a cup of 
coffee and a shot of whiskey. Knowing that this is the last stop on the 
way, you hit the men's room. There is a commotion in the stall and 
you detect the repugnant odor of burning amphetamine; so you duck 
out the back door and take care of your business next to the rubbish 
cans. 

You make your way back to the bar and notice a girl at the 
other end that bears a striking resemblance to a hitchhiker you picked 
up on the highway three years ago. You order another shot and send 
one down to her. She immediately recognizes you. There is a brief 
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conversation, a quick toast, and she is going to be back in ten with her 
gear. You settle back in a booth and finish your coffee while you wait. 

It is past midnight when you hit the switchbacks. Ahead of you 
is a twenty-mile climb through the forest and any company is wel
come; especially in the middle of the night when you are half asleep. 
The road has been plowed, but there are flurries that are liable to turn 
treacherous at any moment. Kayla (the girl) shares a smoke with you 
while you make small talk about this and that. Just shy of one o'clock, 
you pull past the lodge and park in the RV lot. You make arrange
ments with Kayla to meet for supper the following night and she takes 
off to find her friends. 

After a bit of wandering, you find Roosma's motor home. You 
have not seen Dino or Roosma since you moved back to New York 
two years ago. You exchange salutations and share spirits before turn
ing in. The RV reeks of mildew and bong water, but the nearest lodg
ing is back in Glacier; and there are things to do in the morning. 

Dino has set several alarm clocks to go off in two-minute in
tervals, starting at half past six. It is not quite light out when they start 
going off. Your head has the ominous twinge of cheap liquor and your 
teeth are entrenched in the wretched taste of stale cigarettes. Your 
hangover wanes when Roosma opens the door and the crisp mountain 
air flows in like a flock of geese passing through a temperate meadow 
in autumn. 

The previous afternoon, while you were busy queuing at LAX, 
the guys had been hiking up and taking short runs. But, at eight 
o'clock this morning, the lift will open and carry its first customer into 
the artic bliss. A Cliff Bar, cup of coffee, and two aspirin later, you 
gear up and head out to the base. It is still early, so you take a moment 
to look around. 

Here you are at one of North America's last, unmolested bas
tions of pure and unadulterated, mountain sport. There are no condos, 
restaurants, hotels or Range Rover dealerships; and there never will be 
thanks to the national forest that spreads the gap between this side of 
Glacier and the parking lot. The only thing up here is 1,500 vertical 
feet of terrain, 647 inches of annual snowfall, and a shack at the base 
for warming your bones beside a fire. 

You, Dino, and Roosma make the first ride up the lift; behind 
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the obligatory patrol officers. The trip is interrupted, every so often, 
when less experienced riders fail to negotiate the boarding procedure. 
You change lifts and continue your ascent as the Sun crests the peak, 
sending bands of orange and yellow into the crystal, blue atmosphere. 
You reach the summit and take a moment to prepare yourself for what 
is about to ensue; then shove off. 

Your senses send you to a place that you have not been to 
in quite some time. It is a familiar place; and amongst the delirium 
of gravity and first-tracks, you are comforted like coming home to 
a grand, holiday supper after a prodigal trek. Your edges set with a 
kidney-jarring lurch and you are off again. The snow is blowing over 
your shoulders like a gnarly wave breaking on the jetty as you carve 
your way into the basin with the grace of a Russian ice dancer. Your 
face is numb with the winter rush as you cruise up the wall of a cre
vasse. 

You stop for a moment to gain your bearings. The air is clear 
and you can see past the Twin Sisters and on to Mt. Hood. Your initial 
instinct is to tell every soul you can about this place. But, the voice 
of reason interjects and reminds you of the serenity that lies in your 
solitude. 

You notice that the guys are quite a ways down from you; 
so you launch from your imperious perch and set a charge to catch 
up. Along the way, you clear a drop that sends you airborne; and 
time stops. You are weightless now and events are unfolding in slow 
motion. A million questions roll through your mind from, "Who am 
I?" to "Did I remember to lock the car?" Questions, much larger than 
yourself, storm into your thoughts like a leopard overtaking an unfor
tunate gazelle. But, none of this matter up here on the glacier. 

For the time being, you are governed only by natural law. If 
there is such a thing that tends to that light at the end of the tunnel; you 
are quite certain that this is where you would come to find it. You are 
in the now and whatever it was that happened before has been said; 
and whatever it is that lays ahead is still yet to be told. You take in a 
deep breath and for the while; you are at peace. 

When you land, you remember that you are riding on rented 
boards as your starboard ski goes south with the buffalo. In an effort 
to avoid injury liabilities, the shops set the bindings on the loose side 
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and you always seem to forget to reef them back down before heading 
out. You now lie face down in a drift. Most of your gear is displayed 
in yard sale fashion and there is a respectable amount of snow wedged 
down your shorts. 

Disregard that you can no longer remember the name of your 
middle school; it is all about the image now. Nobody witnessed this 
awful chain of events, except for Dino; who points and laughs. You 
scramble to your feet, gather your gear and carry on as if nothing is the 
matter. You make your way back up the lift and commence another 
savage journey down the mountain. 

Back at the lodge, you catch sight of a spunky, snowboard-
toting coed who seems bent on grabbing your attention. It is Kay la, 
entourage in tow, with sights on cashing in on your dinner offer. You 
introduce the girls to the guys with the notion that you will indeed be 
coming back this way; and under its own twisted design, the world 
moves on. 
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Author 

Poetry 

So Many Things Are Missing 

So many things are missing, 
I can't find them 

So I must have given them away, 
Or lost them. 

Those transistor radios the boys had 
Shaped like space ships, 

One red, one yellow, 
I wish I'd kept them. 

When my husband joined the army 
His mother gave away his electric trains. 

She gave away his favorite book. 

Imagine! 

I faulted her for getting rid of treasures; 
Then did the same. 

When I was in a sorting mood 
I sold a cambric nightgown, handmade, 

Tiny stitching—dainty ruching— 
Too nice to be worn— 

Way over a hundred years old, 
For a hundred dollars I didn't need. 

Imagine! 
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Foolish to get rid of things? 
Foolish to keep them? 

Now I'm back to sorting. 

This time I'll get rid of old grudges-
Old regrets— 
Old mistakes. 



Author 

Poetry 

Rubber on Black Asphalt 

The sound of rubber on black asphalt 
playing in my ears and 
permeating my mind. 

No music, news or conversation but 
time to think, with no distractions. 

Moments like these, too few and far between. 
The top rolled down to feel 

the sun on my face and the wind in my hair 
and to hear the sound 

of rubber on black asphalt. 

Wheels revolving, 
Propelling me forward, 
Away from demands, 

toward new horizons and distant lands. 
Driving for the sake of moving, 

Moving for the purpose of feeling 
something new, something different. 

The journey is as satisfying, 
as I hope, the destination. 

Landscapes change with each passing moment. 
The Sun traces its journey across the sky 

casting curious shadows. 
Everything and everyone moving and changing. 

But for now one thing remains the same, 
the sound of rubber on black asphalt. 

How much longer? I thought. 
I hate this. 

Still I hugged Kamay even closer. 
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Amber Lasey 

Poetry 

Waiting 

You made me wait for your answer 
I sat on the porch fiddling and squirming 

Not a patient child, not a patient adult 
I was afraid of your conclusion 

I couldn't read your face 
You walked around some more 

My body was a dither 
My palms were sweaty 
My knees were shaky 

A gust could blow me over 
You stared at me with perspicacious eyes 

I had to look away 
I felt so small and silly for asking 

I wanted too badly, a resounding yes 
You took a step closer and took my hand in yours 

In a hushed voice said 
"I'm sorry, my dear, but no." 
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Author 

Poetry 

Vague 

I center, re-enter the atmosphere to fight my endeavors 

In a battle after another 

Ears are driven eternal as I reflect due next is the separation of fears 

I ain't ambiguous to think alone over the body's own acts that sear 

Straight upward toward a rhythm in a haze as I disappear 

Re-appear in a custom costume like I'm the mere silence that slows 
you a sense of peace living moment to moment gear to gear 

Here to hear 

Here to swallow 

My insides burn with gods like Apollo 

Me, flashin' through one glimpse on them I stood 

Ready for hours of counter revolutions in a new 

Way that describes what I dream 

And there I saw the outline of an angel who addressed 

There's somthin' about my dreams written around her dress 
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Author 

Fiction 

Graffiti Artist of Third Street 

Being a part of Third Street was the worst choice I ever made. 
Yea, it brought me a sense of brotherhood and a position on the social 
pyramid. Not that I didn't feel I needed one but felt always left out as a 
part of it. 

I grew up in Los Angeles on the east side, mostly a Hispanic 
community; a white spot on a brown bag; all my friends were Hispanic 
so I mostly kept to myself and took the city bus where colorful things 
absorbed me: bums, liquor stores, hookers, pawnshops, crack heads, 
boarded up buildings, gang members, and graffiti that covered every
thing: paint pen on a door, an etch on a street sign, or a wall under a 
freeway pass. For seventeen years staring at graffiti's colors, symbols 
and pure style have always caught my attention and have never con
sidered it to be a mess or vandalism. Graffiti was art and is what made 
my city, my city. It's what people caveman have always done: write on 
walls. 

I started copying tags that I've seen placing them in note
books. I rewrote them till the styles almost matched the original ones 
on the outside walls. I copied everything I liked and found it to be a 
completely new language. Everyone had an alias to hide behind and 
nothing too obvious or too general, a new identity for each person, like 
being named what you'd wished instead of someone else choosing for 
you. I came up with my own: ESCO. 

It wasn't easy to think of; mostly my favorite letters, the most 
stylish and that are easily rolled off my tongue. 
I kept this interest to myself never sharing it with the other kids at 
school who painted, but I'd eavesdrop on their conversations all the 
time just to pick up on the lingo and get more information on graffiti. I 
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scribbled ESCO in my notebook a hundred times on each page, getting 
the E right and the right curve on the S without making it look like it 
took less than twenty minutes. I had to be able to scribble it faster than 
I could spell it my head. 
At sixteen I got a job at hardware store—earning cash, spending 
money just six bucks an hour. I worked every day after school until 
eight in the evening. On payday I bought some spray paint and mark
ing pens. I tried my hand at graffiti. Friday, after work, holding a 
can of blue spray paint I used it on a building all boarded up. At first 
I showed off, swinging the can with wrist snaps like I was painting 
something big and not worrying about jail time; the paint amazed me, 
as it appeared—a permanent creation. The paint vanished within ten 
minutes. 
I became addicted and next Friday bought more paint and the next 
Friday some more until it became a habit so that my paychecks were 
spent on paint. I improved my painting skills and developed my own 
abstract style—ESCO could barely be read on the wall of the same 
building. When I became confident about painting walls, I started 
painting wherever possible: bridges, schools, the street, and public 
bathrooms, even my own bedroom. 
Friday was my ritual painting day: ESCO day. 
I started painting at night reducing my chances of getting caught. I'd 
do anything to get a fresh wall by climbing up rain gutters to reach 
building tops reaching ones nearby. I hopped barbed wire fences to 
paint in the train yards, avoiding rats when creeping down subway tun
nels to paint sides of inoperable cars. A few times, cops chased me in 
the train yards and even when I was jumping off of the bus. One time 
a 230-pound bus driver, the size of a gorilla chased me. He stood five 
yards away and screamed as he drooled, "Hey you get over here!" He 
stomped after me as his large feet hit the pavement. 
"Fuck that!" Scared shitless, I escaped and with a marker scribbled 
ESCO on a billboard. The bus driver gained speed as I darted off, hop
ping a fence, hiding in an alley near my house as sounds of clattering 
chain link could be heard. I turned the corner and darted straight to 
the entrance, down the stairs and hid in a boiler room and after thirty 
minutes I went home. 
Later on, I met the 3rd street gang in the train yard. I heard spray paint-
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ing going on while finishing up the front side of a boxcar. "Hey, how's 
it going" I asked while holding a can of spray paint. 
"Uh, hi. Didn't see you there." Nervous, he dropped his can to the 
floor and lands at his side. But as he realized I wasn't a threat, he 
walked over, extended his hand, which I shook. "ESCO." 
"SWAY." I glanced at what he was painting, indeed he was SWAY not 
a bad a painter either and recalled seeing some of his work. 
In a comedic way, I asked, "Come here often?" 
"Ha ha. I usually come on Monday. Got busy yesterday so came to
day." He spat casually as if not interested. 
"Chill, so where you from?" 
"3rd street," I'll remember the location. 
"Oh yeah, over by 4th." We laugh and completely forgot where we are, 
getting too distracted over the new connection. "Well, I'll let you get 
back to your piece. Coming next Friday because we could check out 
the other sketchbooks, that is if you have one?" 
"Yeah, I've got one. Sure, I'll bring it next Friday." 
"Alright then," we sealed the deal with a firm handshake and a nod. 
Over the next few weeks we shared sketches, did a few pieces togeth
er, and realized he was a decent guy. We kept meeting, sharing stories, 
painting, and eventually he brought some of his homies most from 3rd 
street along. 
On Friday nights in the train yards, we'd all paint the cars where 
there'd be two guys per train. It was like a color crew and when all of 
the cars had been painted, we'd set up new places. We called ourselves 
the 3rd street crew. 
I even started hangin' out down there after school at SWAY'S house. 
Hey, it was within walking distance from school and one of my homies 
would just drive me back to my place whenever. 
SWAY was about twenty something, I didn't ask, but he had his own 
pad and the crew would always be there. We'd chill and drink on the 
weekends, have barbeques, play dice and cards. It was life. Soon, for 
some reason, 3rd street got involved with drug dealing and packing 
heat, but this wasn't my doing. I was all about the 3rd street painting 
division. 
We didn't know who it was and I doubted it until I went to SWAY'S 
and some of the crew was in the living room counting money as guns 
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were splayed out on a table atop a suitcase. I didn't mind so much 
since SWAY had given me some cash for keeping my mouth shut and 
the fact that I used to buy paint for him. 
Things turned bad when I heard about a confrontation from another 
gang that called themselves Muerte. They were from a couple miles 
away and accused us of taking their drug business away from them. 
What drugs I don't know, didn't care. I was here to paint and ignored 
the fact that I was still a gang member. One day a guy from Muerte 
confronted SWAY when h was home. I helped myself to some Mexi
can food then heard shouting and gun shots: BLAM. BLAM. BLAM. 
I sprung from my chair and peered into the room. SWAY had opened 
the door holding a gun as blood dripped on his other hand. Blood was 
splattered everywhere. 
"Quick, we need to get this body out!" He grabbed a few members 
of the crew and ordered them to help. "Put it in the trunk of the car in 
the garage." He pulled out his keys and handed them to Manolo. They 
placed the body into the trunk and then the car backed up and sped off. 
SWAY put his gun under his belt and waned, "I don't want word of 
this to get out." 
Word escaped, but all of us crew were on lookout, dealing drugs and 
selling guns. One summer as we hung out at SWAY'S house some 
gang members from Muerte cruised by in a Cadillac. A shot of gunfires 
were heard and SWAY hollered, "Shit, Muerte, Muerte, take cover!" 
Everyone reached for their piece. 
I grabbed my hat on the table and start running across the lawn for 
cover but hit the ground when I heard gunfire and lost consciousness. 
Guess I was an easier target. Maybe I shouldn't have run across the 
grass or shouldn't have been there that day. I should've been out paint
ing. These are questions that run through my mind every day. 
Two years later, I woke up in the hospital with all kinds of monitors 
and wires hooked up to me. Apparently I had been in a coma with two 
bullet wounds in my chest and one in my stomach. I was told another 
one grazed my left arm, but it healed by he the time I woke up. The 
bullet that hit me square in the top of my head ricocheted, fractured 
my skull, and knocked me unconscious for two years. Those bullets 
I didn't care about. Their wounds I had no concern over, some day 
they'll heal. The thing that bothered me was the hit that I took to the 
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hand that crushed my arteries and damaged my hand. I now have a 
hand that doesn't operate. My source of self-expression and creativ
ity that I have been practicing for two years has gone to waste. All 
my hard work and dedication, two years of my life, I cannot operate a 
spray can ever again. 
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Franklin Weirath 

Poetry 

Visually Impaired 

Every girl I see, I see you. 
I don't know why, I just do. 

It might sound creepy 
Even a little freaky 

But either way it is true 

Every girl I see, I see you 
And no, I have not been sniffing glue. 

So it must be something else, 
Not the glue, something else 

That makes every girl I look at, look like you. 

I know! It's my heart! 
No wait, that was a fart. 

And just now even that airplane looked like you. 

This morning I made toast, 
As I usually do. 

In the toaster went the bread, 
Then I searched for the spread, 

Five minutes later, out the toaster popped you. 

Green, blue, yellow, you. 

Cows say moo, and I see you. 
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If I wore glasses 
It would only enhance every you that passes 

And I still haven't an idea, 
Nor a clue 

Why everything I see, looks like you. 

It may seem I've gone mad, 
But really, it's not so bad. 

For I can never be sad, 
Or blue 

Living in a world full of you. 



Genevieve Egana 

Poetry 

Penance 

there is something wholly undeniable 
and decisively holy about your body 

the lines 
the angles 

the sacred architecture of your 
limbs and arm-hair and fingertips 

blue eyes ascending 

as I kneel before the altar 
of your warm legs and bare belly 

I know this: 

that where I go 
salvation lies 

that when I confess 
I shall be saved 

I swear on this, that I will now 
monkishly dedicate myself 

to the singular goal of burning 
each line of your body into memory 

forever make pilgrimages along these 
hipbones and shoulder blades 

I believe 
in miracles and sacrifice 

the sweet thrust of divine intervention 
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that approaches with the rocking of hips and open mouths oh 
I am sorry for my sins with all my heart 

I firmly intend to do penance and sin no more 

because the skin I taste of you 
is the body of heaven slipping against my lips 

and the drink I take of you 
long and warm and 

heavy down my throat 
tastes only of redemption 
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Micheal Kaye 

Poetry 

My Empty Little Friend 

I am empty 

My 20 tongues are gone 

Only future to have 

Is one of smoky sweetness 

Mouth was hot with blue grey 

And extinguished in a snake 

Hiss of symphonies heard only 

To the composer 

I sit, mouth agape, 

Not in awe, not in shock, not in 

Joyous stutter 

Only in my 

Stiff plastic tux of 

Mass production. 

I am empty 

But I am not done. 
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Clara M. Foulger 

Fiction 

Lavender, No Lace 

I wore the new lavender suit to a friend's anniversary party. 
Fred took my hand, twirled me around and said that color looked great 
on me. I also wore the lavender suit to a grandson's wedding where 
church membership rules left us sitting in a waiting room. Once more, 
my favorite guy softened the feeling of being excluded by saying that 
the lavender suit made me look like a bride. 

The lavender suit was a perfect color to wear on the Easter 
following Fred's death because I was in no mood to shop and I remem
bered he always smiled when I wore it. 

I've decided to leave a note for my most discerning grand
daughter and ask her to make sure I'm buried in that fifteen-year-old 
lavender suit — it has a lovely past and why buy a new curtain for the 
last act of the play? 
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Amanda Reid 

Poetry 

Chasing the Sunlight 

We're chasing the sunlight 
The omnipresent fluorescent prospect 
A daunting un-shattering tomorrow 

A chance for total carnal rebirth 
Renew and change 

Begin again 

Utter sweet songs of love 
Pound a mark on time 

Remember 

Plunder the sky and 
The smoking heart 

Shake dreams from their virgin heights 
Grasp and hold true 

Embark and seek inspired 
Cerebral pleasures 

Enter the dusty tomb 
Of an ancient inner light 

Shake clean 

The journey's end is nowhere near 
The thumping drums continue 

And ring true 
As we run headlong 

Chasing the sun 
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Amber Lasey 

Poetry 

Tours 

I left my door open 
I hoped you would look inside 

Take a tour, stay a while 
I'll lead you through the halls 

I'll lead you up the stairs, show you to my beloved library 
Here I keep my secrets, my deepest trepidations 

I have a book with your name and image as the cover 
The picture is my favorite one of you 
On the lake with a rod cursing the fish 

It's been years since that was taken and more since you have left 
I've waited for your return with hopeful spirits and open arms 

They told me to stop trying to lure you back home 
I knew the day was coming 
I could feel it in my bones 

I knew you wouldn't come inside 
You never would before 
I hung my head in shame 
And slowly shut the door. 
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Matthew Morrison 

Poetry 

Equestrian? 

Galloping 
Faster and faster 

Wind in my hair 
Saddle sore a little now 

People are starting to look 
I am starting to panic 

I lose my grip and start to fall 
Everyone is laughing 

I pick myself up 
I suck up my pride 

25 cents is too much to spend 
I hate the supermarket toy horse ride 
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Burt Baum 

Poetry 

Back to College 

I am taking my daughter to the airport. 
"Boy, this is heavy," barely able to put her stuffed bag in the 

Buick. 
She smiles, tosses her long brown hair, fidgets like a spar

row. 
"I guess I'm taking back more than I brought." 

We ride. 
We listen to her music - the lyrics unintelligible to me. 

Snow dazzles in the bright sunlight. 
Smoke flows from the car exhaust. 

I make small talk: What will you do until classes start? 
What courses will you take? 

And now your surprise -
I won't be home for spring break, 

too many duties on campus. 

Then the airport. 
The wind bites me face as we check the luggage. 

The porters stamp their feet. 
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A kiss from a woman - not a child. 

I drive away. 
I have trouble seeing. 

* * * 

On a train leaving for Pittsburgh. 
A man nudges me and points to the window. 

It is my mother, she is crying. 
I wave, look away 

embarrassed. 

The young take wing 
soar. 

We watch and pray. 
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